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SYDNEY: The West Indies have gained
some confidence out of their series loss
to Australia and are looking to finish
their underwhelming tour on a high in
the final Sydney Test, captain Jason
Holder said yesterday.

The eighth-ranked Windies were
trounced in the first two Tests in Hobart
and Melbourne with the Australians yet
to be dismissed and conceding only 10
wickets in the thumpings.

The West Indies, who will be playing
in their first Test at the Sydney Cricket

Ground in 15 years, symbolising their
declining reputation, will be trying to
prevent the Australians from sweeping
the series and possibly returning to the
top of the Test rankings.

Sunday ’s final Test will  be the
Windies’ chance to show they have been
improving on tour, although they have a
scant winning chance against Steve
Smith’s team.

In a sign of the vast gulf between the
two sides in this series, Australia have
scored 131.30 runs per wicket loss to

the West Indies’ 24.31. “We fought really
well in the last two days of the last Test
match and it gives us some confidence
going into this one,” Holder told
reporters.

“It is important that we build on that
and make sure we finish this Test match
on a high.” “It just shows what we can do
when we actually stick it out.”  Holder
said his bowlers needed to improve for
the Sydney finale.

“We have basically leaked runs both
sides of the wicket,” he said. “We need

our bowlers to be a lot more disciplined.
I have spoken about it from the first Test
match and we got a little better in the
second Test match but we are nowhere
near where we are supposed to be.

“We need to be disciplined for longer
periods of time and then you will see
those attacking fields.” Holder said an
injury to Devendra Bishoo means the
tourists have only one recognised spin-
ner to take into the Sydney Test, while
Australia will  play two spinners in
Nathan Lyon and Stephen O’Keefe for

the first time in a home Test in a decade
at the SCG.

“We have been accustomed to a lot
of spin in the Caribbean so hopefully
our batsmen can get into that a lot bet-
ter than we have during this series,”
Holder said.

“We are basically down to one spin-
ner with Bishoo being unavailable for
this Test match. So we just have to work
with what we have. “I’m sure Kraigg
(Brathwaite) might have to come in and
bowl some more overs.” —AFP

Windies take confidence out of Test routs: Holder

CAPE TOWN: England’s batsman Benjamin Stokes (C) plays a shot during the day one of the second Test match between England and South
Africa at Newlands stadium yesterday in Cape Town, South Africa. —AFP

CAPE TOWN: Ben Stokes unleashed a flurry of
attacking strokes late in the afternoon to give
England the edge on the first day of the second
Test against South Africa at Newlands yesterday.
England were 317 for five at the close, with the
left-handed Stokes on 74 not out.

An injury-depleted South African bowling
attack, spearheaded by Kagiso Rabada, kept
England in check for much of a hot, cloudless
day on a batsman-friendly pitch.

Rabada, 20, playing in his first home Test,
took three for 74.  The match seemed evenly
poised when Joe Root was dismissed for 50 by
new cap Chris Morris. But Stokes and Jonny
Bairstow (39 not out) put on an unbeaten 94 for
the sixth wicket.

Stokes was particularly aggressive against
the second new ball, hitting the first two deliv-
eries from Morris for fours to post a 70-ball half-
century. He hit two more fours and a single in
the same over.  By the close he had faced 93
balls and hit 11 fours and a six.  “It was a great
finish for us,” said Hales. “The second new ball
was going to be a key period for us and the way
Stokesy and Jonny attacked them and took the
game to them has probably given us the upper
hand. It was evenly poised going into about the
70th over.”

Hales said Stokes was the sort of player who
got his teammates excited.  “Stokesy is a maver-
ick player. All the bowlers snoozing on the
physio bed come out to watch him play.”

FIERY FIRST SPELL
England opener Alex Hales, who made 60

and shared two half-century partnerships at the
start of the day, was impressed by Rabada. “He

bowled really well. His first spell had really good
pace and control. He’s an attacking bowler who
looks to bring the edges into play and he has a
quick bouncer. He’s got all the tools to be world-
class.” Rabada said bowling conditions had been
tough. “It’s a good cricketing wicket but the
margin for error is small. I haven’t been match
bowling fit so it was a bit of a fight out there -
but it went okay.” But Rabada said he was com-
fortable having to play a senior role, with Morne
Morkel being the only specialist bowler who
had played in more than three Tests. “I don’t feel
any pressure at all,” he said. “It’s an opportunity
to go and play, so I am going to try to make the
most of it.” Hales and Root hit half-centuries,
while Nick Compton made 45 after England
won the toss and made first use of a pitch with
good bounce but minimal sideways movement.

Hales, playing in his second Test match, hit
60 — his maiden Test half-century-and shared
stands of 55 with opening partner Alastair Cook
and 74 for the second wicket with Compton.

Cook made 27 before edging Rabada low to
third slip where Morris dived far to his left and
held the ball centimetres above the ground.
Compton was out in the last over before tea
when he pulled a ball from Rabada and was well
caught by a diving Temba Bavuma at midwicket.
Rabada made it two wickets in two balls when
he dismissed James Taylor with the first ball
after tea but Root and Stokes put on 56 for the
fifth wicket before Morris claimed his first wick-
et in Test cricket when Root edged an attempt-
ed cut to wicketkeeper Quinton de Kock.  Fast
bowlers Rabada and Morris were playing in
place of Dale Steyn and Kyle Abbott, who suf-
fered shoulder and hamstring injuries respec-
tively during South Africa’s 241-run defeat in the
first Test in Durban.

Rabada and off-spinner Dane Piedt were
both playing in their fourth Test match, leav-
ing Morkel, in his 69th Test, as the only experi-
enced member of the South African bowling
attack. —AFP

Ben Stokes attacks to 

give England the edge

England 1st innings        
A. Cook c Morris b Rabada 27  
A. Hales c de Villiers b M. Morkel 60  
N. Compton c Bavuma b Rabada 45  
J. Root c de Kock b Morris 50  
J. Taylor c de Kock b Rabada 0   
B. Stokes not out 74  
J. Bairstow not out 39  

Extras (b-10 lb-1 nb-4 w-7) 22  
Total (for 5 wickets, 87 overs) 317 
Fall of wickets: 1-55 A. Cook, 2-129 A. Hales, 3-167 N.
Compton, 4-167 J. Taylor, 5-223 J. Root.
To bat: M. Ali, S. Broad, J. Anderson, S. Finn
Bowling: M. Morkel 18-3-51-1 (w-1), C. Morris 22-3-99-1,
K. Rabada 19-2-74-3 (nb-4 w-2),  D. Piedt 21-5-63-0, S.
van Zyl 5-0-12-0, D. Elgar 2-0-7-0.                 

SCOREBOARD 
CAPE TOWN: Scoreboard at stumps on the first day in the second Test between South Africa and England yesterday
in Cape Town, South Africa.

CAPE TOWN: Former South Africa cap-
tain Graeme Smith said yesterday an
announcement on his rejoining the team
in a consulting role to help boost confi-
dence and impart ideas was premature
and he was still considering the offer.

Smith worked with some of the
under-pressure team’s batsmen on the
eve of the second test against England at
Newlands after their 241-run defeat in
the first test in Durban, where he had
been critical of their form in his radio and
television analysis.

“They are low on confidence,” he said
of South Africa’s current batsmen, “and I
was asked after Durban to come down
and work with them.

“I’ve since been offered an extended
role but it is something I need to consid-
er as I already have commitments. The
way it was announced was not right,” he
told BBC’s Test Match Special, where the
34-year-old former test opener is serving
as a pundit.

South Africa’s test side are ranked top
in the world but have not won in their
last seven tests, hammered in India in

November and comprehensively beaten
by England in Durban on Wednesday.

“I was trying to find a feel good factor
as they are low on confidence,” said
Smith of his work on Friday. “If you are
out of form you can spend too much
time over-analysing and working your-
self over mentally.”

Smith said it was key South Africa’s
top six batsmen share the pressure.

“You’ve got to almost bat for the guy
on the other end,” he advised. South
Africa captain Hashim Amla on Friday
said Smith would be with the team for
the rest of the four-test series, which his
former skipper has since denied.

“He was a wonderful captain for and
he knows more than most guys how to
play test cricket and how to deal with
tough times,” explained Amla at a media
conference at Newlands on Friday.

“He had a few crushing defeats early
in his career so he is well aware how
important it is as a team to reassess and
get back to form. That type of experience
is invaluable and that’s why we’ve tried
to draw on it.” — Reuters

Smith yet to confirm consulting 

role with South Africa team

KARACHI: Pakistan will experiment with the pink
ball in the final of its premier first-class cricket
tournament in preparation for a possible day-
night Test against Australia later this year, a cricket
official said yesterday.

“We had experimented with the orange ball in
the final of the trophy in 2011 and then with a
pink ball in 2012 so the latest final will help us fur-
ther assess the pink ball as Australia have offered
us to play a day-night Test later this year,” Pakistan
Cricket Board’s committee head Shakil Sheikh
told AFP. Pakistan has already imported pink balls
from Australia for the final.  The Quaid-e-Azam
trophy final between Pakistan Test captain
Misbah-ul-Haq-led Sui Northern Gas Pipelines
and Younis Khan-skippered United Bank will be
played at the National stadium from Sunday.  “We
are ready to experiment at the highest level and
this final will help the players and the board to
consider the day-night Test offer, after which we
will finalise our plans,” added Sheikh. Australia
and New Zealand played the first-ever day-night
Test in Adelaide in November last year, an experi-
ment initiated to lift waning interest in the five-
day format of the game. The International Cricket
Council termed the day-night Test a “success”,
while Cricket Australia announced a record-break-
ing crowd for non-Ashes Test matches at the

ground. The Pakistani Test players expected to
participate in the match are:  Mohammad Hafeez,

Azhar Ali, Umar Akmal, Mohammad Rizwan, Shan
Masood, Wahab Riaz and Ehsan Adil. —AFP

Pakistan to use pink

ball in first-class final

KARACHI: In this photograph taken on January 1, 2016, cricketers from United Bank play with
pink cricket balls during a practice session at the National Stadium in Karachi. Pakistan will exper-
iment with the pink ball in the final of its premier first-class cricket tournament in preparation for
a possible day-night Test against Australia later this year, a cricket official said.   — AFP 

NELSON: The fourth one-day interna-
tional between New Zealand and Sri
Lanka was abandoned after just nine
overs of the hosts’ innings after rain
intervened for the final time at Saxton
Oval in Nelson yesterday.

New Zealand were 75-3 after nine of
their 24 overs after the start of the game
had been delayed by almost five hours
before it began at 3.40pm local (0240
GMT) time.

Overnight rain had forced a delay
before persistent showers kept players
off the ground until umpires Richard
Illingworth and Billy Bowden decided a
shortened game could begin.  Sri Lanka
captain Angelo Mathews won the toss
and his bowlers reduced New Zealand to
53-3 in the seventh over with opener
Martin Guptill (27 from 14 balls) and

Kane Williamson (12) both out, swinging
the match in the visitors favour.  Leg-
spinner Jeffrey Vandersay, however,
struggled to control his grip on the wet
ball and Ross Taylor hit three boundaries
as the bowler conceded 15 runs in his
first over.

Light rain then drove the players off
the field at about 4.20pm, with Taylor on
20 and Henry Nicholls on four.  The visi-
tors kept the five-match series alive with
a comprehensive eight-wicket victory in
the third match at the same venue on
Dec. 31, after the hosts easily won the
first two games at Hagley Oval in
Christchurch.

The fifth match is at Mt. Maunganui
on Tuesday. The tour concludes with two
Twenty20 internationals on Jan. 7 and
10. — Reuters

Rain forces NZ v Sri Lanka 

one-dayer to be abandoned

NELSON: New Zealand’s Kane Williamso bats against Sri Lanka in the fourth one-day
international cricket match at Saxton Oval in Nelson, New Zealand, yesterday. —AP


